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Purpose: The purpose of this study was to investigate whether surgical experience could improve surgical competency in medial open wedge high
tibial osteotomy (MOWHTO).
Materials and Methods: One hundred consecutive cases of MOWHTO were performed with preoperative planning using the Miniaci method.
Surgical errors were defined as under- or overcorrection, excessive posterior slope change, or the presence of a lateral hinge fracture. Each of these
treatment failures was separately evaluated using the cumulative summation test for learning curve (LC-CUSUM).
Results: The LC-CUSUM showed competency in prevention of undercorrection, excessive posterior slope change, and lateral hinge fracture after 27,
47, and 42 procedures, respectively. However, the LC-CUSUM did not signal achievement of competency in prevention of overcorrection after 100
procedures. Furthermore, the failure rate for overcorrection showed an increasing tendency as surgical experience increased.
Conclusions: Surgical experience may improve the surgeon’s competency in prevention of undercorrection, excessive posterior slope change, and
lateral hinge fracture. However, it may not help reduce the incidence of overcorrection even after performance of 100 cases of MOWHTO over a
period of 6 years.
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Introduction
Surgical errors could be related with surgical outcomes, and ac
cumulation of surgical experience in novice surgeons has been
considered to reduce surgical errors. Achieving an appropriate
level of competency with a surgical procedure is crucial for the
patient’s safety, providing high quality medical service, and pro
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ducing satisfactory surgical outcomes1). Recently, surgical compe
tency has gained an increasing amount of attention1).
Surgical competency of orthopedic surgeons has been com
monly evaluated using clinical scores, operation times, errors
in radiological parameters, and incidence of complications.
However, this traditional method has demonstrated limited ac
curacy in evaluating a surgeon’s competency. Recent studies have
reported that the cumulative summation test for learning curve
(LC-CUSUM) analysis could be used to evaluate the learning
curve for orthopedic procedures2-4). The LC-CUSUM analysis
could determine whether a surgeon’s performance has achieved
a predefined level of competence; surgeons could also use it for
self-monitoring and continuous quality improvement in surgical
procedures2,4,5). Several authors3,4,6) reported that the LC-CUSUM
analysis in orthopedic surgery could be a useful method to
evaluate learning curves and surgical competence; however, the
method is uncommon in the field of orthopedics.
Medial open wedge high tibial osteotomy (MOWHTO) is a
www.jksrr.org
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commonly performed surgical treatment for varus deformity
and medial compartment knee osteoarthritis. Several factors
such as achievement of planned correction and prevention of an
excessive posterior slope change or lateral cortex hinge fracture
have been considered to determine treatment success in biplane
MOWHTO7-9). Undercorrection is considered a surgical treat
ment failure because the weight bearing portion does not shift
from the medial compartment to the lateral compartment; over
correction could be a cosmetic problem and cause overloading of
the lateral compartment. Both correction errors have been associ
ated with unfavorable clinical results10). The change in the poste
rior slope could affect knee biomechanics, resulting in increased
strain on the anterior or posterior cruciate ligament, which, in
turn, can lead to increased risk of both cruciate injuries9,11). A
lateral hinge fracture affects the stability at the osteotomy site,
leading to loss of correction or an increased incidence of delayed
union or nonunion of the osteotomy site12,13).
The reported incidences of these surgical errors in MOWHTO
vary widely7,8,14-19). However, there has been no study evaluat
ing the relationship between the incidence of these unfavorable
surgical errors in MOWHTO and the level of competence of
a surgeon. This study was designed to investigate whether the
incidence of each surgical error could be reduced by improv
ing competence of the surgeon using the LC-CUSUM analysis.
The hypothesis was that the accumulation of surgical experience
would decrease surgical errors in MOWHTO.

Materials and Methods
1. Patients
A single surgeon (KJO) performed biplane MOWHTO at our
institution from February 2009 to November 2015. The surgi
cal learning curve was evaluated retrospectively over the course
of 100 consecutive procedures. All patients who underwent
MOWHTO during the period were included in the study. The
surgeon had previously performed 3 cases of MOWHTO since
2006. Because this volume was too small to reflect consecutive
surgical experience, the first 3 cases was excluded from the study.
On average, 16 cases of MOWHTO were performed per year.
The surgical indication was symptomatic Kellgren-Lawrence
grade III or IV medial compartment knee osteoarthritis, without
any evidence of progression into the lateral compartment.
2. Preoperative Planning and Surgical Procedures
The standard surgical technique was used in all cases. The
amount of angular correction was decided preoperatively using

a standing long bone X-ray according to the Miniaci method;
the target correction angle was such that the weight bearing line
(WBL) passes through 62.5% the width of the tibial plateau. Soft
tissue laxity was not considered during preoperative planning.
Varus or valgus stress X-rays were not evaluated preoperatively.
An anteromedial vertical skin incision was performed at the
center of the tibial shaft on the medial side. Before performing
biplane osteotomy, a TomoFix plate (Synthes, Bettlach, Switzer
land) was pre-matched with the tibial morphology, and the os
teotomy level was decided using C-arm guidance to ensure that
the locking screws would not violate the articular surface or os
teotomy site. The hamstrings were tagged and pulled downward
to prevent injury and the superficial medial collateral ligament
was partially released to expose the osteotomy site. Two guide
pins were inserted from medial to lateral. Biplane osteotomy was
performed along the guide pins, and coupled chisel technique
was used. A sufficient osteotomy involving both the anterior and
posterior cortices was performed to prevent lateral hinge fracture.
The osteotomy site was extended as per preoperative planning,
and coronal alignment was checked with a cable method. The
targeted anterior opening gap was 67% of the posterior opening
gap to prevent excessive posterior slope change. The osteotomy
site was fixed with TomoFix plate and locking screws (Synthes).
3. The Definition of Surgical Errors
The definition of surgical errors was defined by three separate
factors; correction error, excessive posterior slope change, and the
presence of a lateral hinge fracture. Correction error consisted of
under- and over correction., which were identified if the 6-month
postoperative radiographs showed the WBL passed through a
point less than 57.5% and more than 67.5% the width of the tibial
plateau, respectively18). Excessive posterior slope change was de
fined more than a 3° change compared with the non-operated
knee15); a lateral hinge fracture was identified if a cortical break
age was seen on radiographs taken during the postoperative 5
days.
4. Cumulative Summation Test Analysis
The cumulative summation (CUSUM) test was applied to de
termine whether the surgeon achieved a predefined level of com
petence6,20). The test presumes that the surgeon is not proficient
in the procedure at the beginning of monitoring and signals com
petency when the surgeon reaches an acceptable predefined level
of performance. Therefore, the null hypothesis (H0) was that the
procedure was out of control (the performance was inadequate),
and the alternative hypothesis (H1) was that the procedure was in
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control (the performance was adequate).
Using a standard CUSUM curve, each case was plotted in se
quence along the X-axis. All measures were divided into success
or failure based upon the predefined definitions. When success
occurred, the variable ‘s’ was subtracted from the cumulative
score. When failure occurred, the variable ‘1–s’ was added to
cumulative score. Thus, an upward trend signified unacceptable
performance, whereas a downward trend signified acceptable
performance. The surgeon’s performance was considered accept
able when the CUSUM score was located below the upper deci
sion limit (h1). A score crossing h1 suggested that the failure rate
had reached an unacceptable level with a type I error probability
of 0.05. A score crossing the lower decision limit (h0) suggested
that the failure rate had reached an acceptable level with a type II
error probability of 0.20.
5. LC-CUSUM Analysis
The LC-CUSUM is a modified cumulative sum test designed to
monitor the learning curve2,5). Unlike a traditional CUSUM, the
LC-CUSUM cannot cross the zero point, thus it remains at zero
even when the surgeon continues to accumulate failures due to
inadequate performance. The LC-CUSUM shows a downward
trend as the surgeon’s performance becomes adequate. The sur
geon is considered to have achieved competence for the proce
dure when the LC-CUSUM reaches its h0.
Variables were divided into preset variables and calculated
variables (Table 1)6). Preset variables were decided based upon
previous studies and included acceptable failure rate (p0), un
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acceptable failure rate (p1), probability of type I error (α), and
probability of type II error (β). Calculated variables were decided
based upon preset variables as per formula6) and included h0, h1,
and variable ‘s’ (subtracted value from the cumulative score).
6. Statistical Analysis
Two separate surgeons (STY and BKK) measured the radio
logical parameters and decided whether each measurement was
deemed a treatment failure or success based upon predetermined
definitions. Interclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) for success
or failure were evaluated to rule out observational bias. Consecu
tive cases were divided into two according the period: the first
50 cases were classified as early period and the second 50 as late
period. The Student t-test was used to compare patient demo
graphics between two periods; the frequency of treatment failure
in each period was compared using the Fisher exact test. All sta
tistical analyses were performed with IBM SPSS ver. 20.0 (IBM
Corp,. Armonk, NY, USA). A p<0.05 was considered statistically
significant. The ICC values were divided into good, fair and poor
(>0.75, good; 0.4–0.75, fair; <0.4, poor). The interobserver reli
ability for each measurement was satisfactory and all measure
ments showed good correlation. The interobserver reliability
of each radiologic measurement was as follows: overcorrection,
0.876; undercorrection, 0.880; excessive posterior slope change,
0.950; and lateral hinge fracture, 0.968.
Each factor was separately evaluated using the LC-CUSUM. A
standard CUSUM test was applied to ensure retention of profi
ciency if the surgeon reached competency as determined by the

Table 1. Cumulative Summation Equations and Variables
Variable

Undercorrection

Overcorrection

Posterior slope

Lateral hinge fracture

p0–acceptable failure rate

0.10

0.08

0.10

0.20

p1–unacceptable failure rate

0.20

0.18

0.20

0.30

α-probability of the type I error

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

β-probability of the type II error

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

P=ln (p1/p0)

0.69

0.81

0.69

0.4

Q=ln [(1–p0)/(1–p1)]

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.13

s=Q/(P+Q)

0.15

0.13

0.15

0.24

1–s

0.85

0.87

0.85

0.76

a=ln [(1–β)/α]

2.77

2.77

2.77

2.77

b=ln [(1–α)/β]

1.56

1.56

1.56

1.56

h0=–b/(P+Q)

–1.93

–1.68

–1.93

–2.94

h1=a/(P+Q)

3.42

2.98

3.42

5.22

Preset

Calculated
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Table 2. Preoperative Patient Demographics
Overall (n=100)

Early period (n=50)

Late period (n=50)

p-valuea)

59.6 (5.9)

59.4 (6.0)

59.8 (5.9)

0.688

26.9 (3.1)

26.6 (2.8)

27.2 (3.3)

0.330

87/13

41/9

46/4

0.137

Preop posterior tibial slope (°)

9.2 (2.9)

9.6 (2.2)

8.8 (3.4)

0.164

Preop mechanical HKA angle (°)

5.1 (3.0)

4.8 (2.9)

5.5 (3.1)

0.205

Correction angle (°)

9.8 (3.6)

9.3 (3.3)

10.3 (3.9)

0.149

Variable
Age (yr)
2

Body mass index (kg/m )
Gender (female/male)

Values are presented as mean (standard deviation).
Preop: preoperative, HKA: hip-knee-ankle.
a)
Student t-test was performed for the comparison of patient demographics between the periods.

LC-CUSUM test. Based upon previous studies7,8,14-19,21), p0, p1,
variable ‘s’, h0, and h1 were calculated using the standard CU
SUM formula6) (Table 1).
This study was approved by our Institutional Ethics Committee.

Results
1. Comparison of the Failure Rate between Early and Late
Periods
There was no significant difference in preoperative patient de
mographics between the early and late periods (Table 2). There
was no significant difference in undercorrection or overcorrec
tion between the two periods (p<0.599 and p<0.626, respective
ly). There was also no significant difference in the rate of exces
sive posterior slope change and lateral hinge fracture between the
two periods (p<0.118 and p<0.300, respectively) (Table 3).
2. The Cumulative Number of Failures
The cumulative number of failures associated with undercor
rection, excessive posterior slope change, and lateral hinge frac
ture demonstrated a decreasing tendency at the end of the late
period. However, the cumulative number of failures associated
with overcorrection demonstrated an increasing tendency at the
end of late period (Fig. 1A and B).
3. The LC-CUSUM and CUSUM
The LC-CUSUM reached h0 and signaled competency after 27
cases for undercorrection, indicating that adequate proficiency
in avoiding undercorrection had been achieved. Consecutive
standard CUSUM did not reach h1, indicating that surgical profi
ciency was retained (Fig. 2A). However, The LC-CUSUM did not
reach h0 for overcorrection, therefore, the surgeon was not able
to achieve adequate competence in preventing overcorrection
(Fig. 2B).

Table 3. Comparison of the Failure Rate between Early and Late Periods
Variable

Early period

Late period

p-valuea)

Undercorrection

7/50 (14)

6/50 (12)

0.599

Overcorrection

15/50 (30)

20/50 (40)

0.626

Posterior slope

12/50 (24)

6/50 (12)

0.118

Lateral hinge fracture

14/50 (28)

7/50 (14)

0.300

Values are presented as number (%).
a)
Fisher exact test was performed to compare the failure rate between the
two periods.

The LC-CUSUM test also reached h0 and signaled competency
in avoiding an excessive posterior slope change and lateral hinge
fracture after 47 and 42 cases, respectively. Consecutive CUSUM
did not reach h1 for any of these factors, indicating that profi
ciency was retained (Figs. 3 and 4).

Discussion
The principal findings of this study is that the surgeon was able
to achieve and maintain competency in avoiding an excessive
posterior slope change, lateral hinge fracture, and undercorrec
tion with increased surgical experience. However, the surgeons
was not able to achieve competency in prevention of overcorrec
tion after 100 procedures. The incidence of surgical failures in
MOWHTO has varied widely in previous studies7,8,14-19,21,22), rang
ing from 9% to 62% for undercorrection, from 4% to 16% for
overcorrection, and from 1.5% to 30.4% for lateral hinge fracture.
These wide ranges may be due to different definitions of each
surgical error and different surgical techniques. Our results sug
gest that the incidence of undercorrection, lateral hinge fracture,
and excessive posterior slope change could be reduced by surgical
experience in MOWHTO; therefore, the differences in the inci
dence of surgical errors in MOWHTO may be due to different
learning curves of the surgeons.
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Fig. 1. Cumulative number of failures for each surgical factor. (A) Overcorrection shows an increasing tendency as surgical experience increases while
undercorrection shows a decreasing tendency. (B) Excessive posterior slope change and lateral hinge fracture show a decreasing tendency.
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Fig. 2. Cumulative summation test for learning curve (LC-CUSUM) and standard cumulative summation (CUSUM) test for undercorrection and
overcorrection. (A) The LC-CUSUM reached the lower decision limit after 27 procedures in preventing undercorrection, suggesting surgical compe
tency could be achieved. (B) The LC-CUSUM did not reach the lower decision limit after 100 procedures in prevention of overcorrection, suggesting
surgical competency could not be achieved.
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Fig. 3. Cumulative summation test for learning curve (LC-CUSUM)
and standard cumulative summation (CUSUM) test for posterior slope.
The LC-CUSUM reached the lower decision limit after 47 procedures in
preventing excessive posterior slope change, suggesting surgical compe
tency could be achieved.

Case number

Fig. 4. Cumulative summation test for learning curve (LC-CUSUM) and
standard cumulative summation (CUSUM) test for lateral hinge fracture.
The LC-CUSUM reached the lower decision limit after 42 procedures in
preventing lateral hinge fracture, suggesting surgical competency could
be achieved.
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Our results showed that most of surgical errors could be im
proved as the surgical volume increases. By contrast, the inci
dence of overcorrection showed an increasing tendency as surgi
cal experience increases. Several studies23-27) have reported that
overcorrection in MOWHTO is associated with soft tissue laxity.
Kyung et al.24) have reported that bony correction in MOWHTO
could be consistently achieved in their navigation study; how
ever, the bony correction was not consistent with the change
of mechanical limb alignment. The authors also remarked that
soft tissue laxity could affect the difference. Ogawa et al.28) have
also reported that an additional alignment change due to soft
tissue laxity could occur in MOWHTO. However, conventional
planning techniques primarily reflect varus deformity without
considering soft tissue laxity, which may explain the increasing
tendency in the rate of overcorrection as the surgical volume
increases. Another possible explanation is that surgical experi
ence diminished the incidence of undercorrection and lateral
hinge fracture, both of which could affect the bony correction.
As bony correction of the tibia becomes more accurate, the effect
of additional alignment change due to soft tissue laxity became
prominent. As other authors23-27) have already remarked, soft tis
sue laxity could change the extent of correction additionally in
MOWHTO. These results suggest that conventional techniques
used to decide correction angle may be inappropriate for achiev
ing a targeted limb alignment and preventing overcorrection.
Thus, changing the target point to less than Fujisawa point (less
than 62.5% of tibia plateau width), depending on the amount of
medial soft tissue laxity of the knee joint, might be appropriate
for preventing overcorrection as Ogawa et al.28) already recom
mended.
Another interesting finding is that LC-CUSUM revealed im
provement in surgical errors with time, despite no significant dif
ference in the incidence of surgical errors between early and late
periods. A possible explanation for the difference might be relat
ed to limitation of conventional incidence-based measurements.
Conventional incidence-based measurements could not detect
statistically small differences. However, the LC-CUSUM analysis
could confirm that surgeons attained the predefined competency
and detect surgical learning curves elaborately. That could be
the reason for the difference, and suggests that incidence-based
conventional measurements are a limited method for evaluating
learning curves. Biau et al.5) also reported that the LC-CUSUM
analysis could be a useful method in evaluating the continuous
quality improvement and learning curves.
There was some limitations in this study. Firstly, analysis of the
learning curve for biplane MOWHTO was done only for a single

surgeon. So our findings could not be representative of surgeons
with other levels of expertise and could be biased depending
upon the level of skill and talent of the surgeon. Additional stud
ies including more surgeons with different levels of surgical expe
rience or surgical volumes, are needed for generalization of our
results. In spite of this limitation, our study could provide a sig
nificant message that some of the technical errors in MOWHTO
might be improved by the surgical experience of a novice sur
geon. Also the results indicate indirectly that surgical experience
might not improve overcorrection in biplane MOWHTO with
conventional planning techniques and surgeons should consider
soft tissue laxity in determining the correction angle to achieve
the targeted alignment. Secondly, the study analyzed the data
retrospectively although the LC-CUSUM could provide feedback
and reduce the potential of failure in a prospective study as well.
However, there was a benefit of the retrospective design. The re
sult was influenced only by surgical volume, without being affect
ed by prospective feedback by the LC-CUSUM analysis. Thirdly,
the study was evaluated with simple radiographs; therefore, ob
servational bias and rotation of tibia or femur might have affected
the value of measurements in overcorrection or undercorrection
and posterior slope. Lastly, the operation time and rare complica
tions, such as nonunion and neurovascular injury, could not be
analyzed with the LC-CUSUM analysis.

Conclusions
Undercorrection, excessive posterior slope change, and lat
eral hinge fracture could be improved by surgical experience.
However, it did not reduce the incidence of overcorrection in
MOWHTO until 100 cases conducted over 6 years. These find
ings suggest that the conventional technique used to decide cor
rection angle has a limitation in achieving a targeted alignment,
and other preoperative planning methods with additional con
sideration into soft tissue laxity are needed to prevent unexpected
overcorrection in MOWHTO.
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